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Currently , little is known about connecti ons b tw en cognitive
proce es in early infancy and later characteristic of infant temperament Such knowledge could be importan t as a way of furthering our
understanding both of th theoretical importance of cognition to temperament, and of the influence of early cognitiv fa tor in lat r infancy.
In thi study, we examined the long-term predictiv e validity of
habituation mea ures with re peel to remperament. .
Th relationship between temperament and cognitive proces es i
intl're. t both to re archers ·studying temperam nt and to tho e w
ng.
in early cognition (Matheny, 1989). Theories of tempera me~ary in the ,
importance placed on the role of cognitive proce es to t mperam·ent.
For instance, Thomas and Chess (1977) inve tigated combina tions of
nine dimensions of temperament to d scribe a behavioral style. In their
view, temperament ha meaning only within a psycho ocial context: •
Cognitio n and temperament are mostly di tinct factor (Garrison & Earls,
1987). In contrast. Rothbart and Oerryberry's (1981) theoretical view
emphasize interactions ·within the motivatio nal, emotional, and cognitive domain . He,e, an under'>tanding of temperam nt can be gained
only when infant ' level of cognitive developm ent are understood
(Rothbart, 1989).
Information on the finkage betw en early co 1nition and later temperam nt is also important to infant cognitive researchers. For example,
Fagen and his colfeagues (Fagen, Ohr, Flecken tein, & Ribner, 1985;
Fagen, Ohr, Singer, & Fleckenstein, 1988; Fleckenstein & Fagen, 1994;
Singer & Fagen, 1992) have determined that crying can produce forgetting of a condition ed re pon e, suggesting that memories for lea~ned
responses acquired during periods of distress differ in accessibility from
memories for learned response accompanied by positive affect.
Aside from this body of work, results are mixed regarding relations
between cognition and temperament. For example, Wallace and Ricciuti
• (1990) found no association between novelty response (a compqs.ite
score ba~ on three problems) and temperament. On the other hand,
Ruddy 1992) looked at relationships between infant shifts in visual
att 1.'lt't'Ofl and the parental report of (a) duration of orienting at 5 months
c:Uila 1(0) ~,sisten ce and distractib ility at 16 months. In this case,
babies
w:Jw shifted attention less frequently were reported by parents to have
m0re · u tamed attention at 5 months, and were rated by parents as more
~rsisten t and less distractible at t 6 months.
At the present time, researchers studying early cognitive development use a number of different procedures to study informat ion processing~ novelty response, preferential looking, habituatiory, and cross-modal
transfer, to name but a few. One way to learn mqre about the cognitive
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abilities (attention or speed of proce sing) t
underlie th
m asure
would be to udy the relationship betw n each of these and variou
temperament characteristics. The origins of individu al differen c in cognition may differ depend ing upon which infant cqgnitiv e ability i being
a e ed . Individu al differences in novelty preferen e may not be linked
with temperamental factors, wherea attentional shifts per
ond are.
Both Ruddy';. ( 19'12) and Wallace and Ricc.iu .. {1990) studies hint at
this possibi lity.
Of the many cognitiv e measure used by infant researchers, two in
J}articul ar have domina ted the field (M cCa I Carrig r, 1993). Infants'
ability to re pond to novelty, as inve tiga
by -Wallace and Ricciuti
(1990), is one of the primary skills that charact~rizes cognitiv e function ing in infancy . Th other is habitu t
(laucht, Esser, & Schmidt, 1994).
Althoug h individu al difference in both of these infant mea ures moderately predict cognitiv e perform ance in late infancy and childho od
(McCal l, 1990; Ro . Feldman, & Wallace , 1992), researcher current ly
question whethe r or not they reflect th same underly ing mechan i ms ..
(McCal l & Carriger, 1993). For exampl e, Bornstein and Tamis-l eMond a
(1994) found that habitua tion and novelty responsivenes at 5 months of
age were associated with differen t antecedent measure : Three predic. tors (maternal responsiveness at 5 months, matemal lQ, and novelty
response performan e at 2 months) together accoun ted for 38% of the
variance in habitua tion at 5 months. Novelty re ponse it 5 months was
not accounted for by these same variables .
. Investigating the relation ship betwee n habitua tion measures and
later temperament could further understanding -about the cognitiv e abilities assumed to be tapped within particul ar infant cognitiv e procedures.
To the extent that individu al differen es in attentional processes affect
habitua tion, then it might be expected that temperament characteristics
of persistence and/or distract ibility might be related to performance, as
Ruddy (1992} found using attention shifting as a measure. ln this regard,
Bornstein and Sigman (1986) sugge t that habitua tion processes may
simply reflect the alt
tion of attenti~nal processes to novel and familiar aspects of the en iro m nt. Oo the other hand, individu al differences
in habitua tion al o m'aY. refle t encodin g speed, as Colomb o (1993)
believes. If the fatter is the ase f>ther temperament characteristics (e.g.,
greater activity or inten itr) ,mai be related to rate of habituatfon such
that infants wh0 are faster habituators may be those who are later more
active and intense. By looking at the long-term predicti ve validity of
several habitua tion measures with respect to later aspects of temperament, new insight into the influenc e of more general cognitiv e factors
can be gained.
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METHOD
Participants

Infants in this study were ·observed first when they participated in a
study of habituation proce ses (Jankowski, 1992). Of the 48 infants for
whom habituation data were available, 2 could not be located or had
moved from the area, 3 were unable to participate at 13 months of age
and 6 were unable to participate at 20 months of age. Two follow-up
samples thus consi ted of 43 children (23 males and 20 females) at 13
months, and 40 infants (20 males and 20 female ) at 20 months. However, only 40 of these infants were een at h9th 13 and 20 months of
age. None of the infants were reported to be premature by their attending physician at birth, and all received normal cores on the Denver II
Developmental S reening Test admini tered to them at 5 months of age.
The sample was 98% Caucasian and 2% Hispanic and generally middleto upper-middle class.
Procedures and Mea ure.
Habituation. Names of infant were acquired from local newspaper

birth reports. The parents were initially contacted when the infants were
5 months olp by letter and then by phone to confirm participation.
Parents brought their baby to an urban midwestem university infant
center and habituation was 'measured in a modified infant control (i.e.,
fixed interval) pro edure. An infant, sitting on a parent's lap, faced an
observation chamber tha contained a single aperture measuring 17 .5 x
17 .5 cm, and located 45 cm from the infant. A small observation hole
was lo ated 8 cm beneath the aperture.
Infants were shown a pattern of red geometric forms on a white
background. The forms subtended 2 l O visual angle and were displayed
by a Kodak carousel slide projector. The stimuli were presented across
10-s trials of elapsed time with a look to a stimulus marking trial onset.
Trials continued until looking decreased by 50% or more from the avert king during the first two trials to the average looking during any
f u.ir- r:~maining consecutive trials. A baby was given a maximum of 40
.. trial$ t<i), rreach criterion.
.
Willen the habituation criterion was reached, two novel stimuli (a
photographic scene and a multicolored line drawing) were presented as
before for 10 s of elapsed time. Infant eye fixations were recorded
throughout the procedure. An infant WiJS considered to be fixating _a
stimulus when the stimulus reflection was observed to be centered on
the pupils of the infant's eyes. Six raters were randomly assigned to
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judge fixations by looking through the ob ervation hole. lnterrater agreement was obtained prior to the study using a series of three training
e sions per rater pair. Each session consisted of 15 trials of 20 s, and
raters were compared two al a time each paired "Xit'h both of the oth r
raters. Obtained interrater agreement of 90% or gr,eater of total fixation
time per trial was recorded with respon c buttons sampled every 500
ms. Rat rs and parent were only aware of the general procedure under
which an infant was te ted.
Thi pro edure differed from other infant- ontrolled procedur s
(Colombo & Mitchel(, 1990) in that trial length was not determined by an
infant's looking. That is, in the present case, as with many other infant
control procedure. , infant looking determined when the habituation session would begin and end but, unlike many other infant control procedures, infant looking did not determine trial length. One result of this
procedural difference wa that looking time in this study correlated positively with number of trials to criterion. In contrast, in many other infant
controlled habituation tudies, looking time is typically negatively correlated with trials to criterion. By using a fixed trial length, infant looking
may have been somewhat constrained during the habituation procedure,
so that patterns of looking during habituation were biased in favor of
_fluctuating looking times (short looks interspersed with long looks).
As well, measur, s of peak fixations were used in the original analyses
(Jankowski, 1992) to capture differenc;es in encoding. That is, Jankowski
expected that the trial of the first peak fixation and the number of peak
fixations wourd vary with difficulty in encoding. Because this effect was
not found (patterns of habituation did not vary with stimulus manipulations), data were collapsed across stimulus differences in the current
report.
Temperament. To assess temperament, parents were contacted by
phone when their babies were 13 months of age, and again when they
were 20 months of age. The Toddler Temperament Scale (TIS; Fullard,
McDevitt, & Carey, 1984) was sent to mothers, who completed a set of
97 questions involving their young child's responses to daily life event-s,
using a scale from 1 (almost neven to 6 (a/most always). Mothers rated
their babies on nine temperament dimensions: activity level, rhythmicity
of body functions, approach, adaptability, intensity, mood, persistence,
distractibi1ity, and sensory threshold.
In the TTS, higher numerical scores denote more of a particular
characteristic in the following manntr: activity level, higher scores indicate greater amounts of generalized motoric activity; rhythmicity of txxly
functions, higher scores denote more irregularity of wake, sleep,, and
elimination patterns; approach, higher scores denote negative responsiv-
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Table 1. Pear n Correlation Among Habituation Mea ure
Mea.w re
1. Trials to criterion
M = 17.23 SD= 8.44
2. Number peak fixation
M = 4.13 SD= 3.12
3. Novelty-1
M = 6 .90 SD= 2.20
4. Novelt;,-2
M= 7.44 0= 2.28
5. Total looking
Mi: 91 .01 SD=: 55.40

1

2

3

4

5

•
.84°*

-.06

.oa

-.28

-.26

.91°·

.64···

.53°*

-. 18

.03

... P< .01 .

to

ity
new timuli; adaptability, higher scores denote that reactivity to
stimuli is more difficult to moderate;· inten ity, higher scores denote a
more energetic re ponsiveness, regardless of quality or direction; mood,
highe~ scores ~enote greater unpleasantness an9 unfriendliness in various situations; persistence/attention span, higher scores represent a decrease in the length of time pent pursuing activities; distractibility,
higher scores repre ent more interference from external stimuli in current activities; and sensory threshold, high scores denote less stimulation
necessary to elicit a response.
By detailing these scoring protocols, we wish to point out that higher
numerical scores on a TIS dimension do not always correspond to
greater amounts of the attribute named by the dimension label. This .
scoring protocol is con istent with the way the TIS is used in clinical
settings, where higher scores on various dimensions may 'indicate areas
of concern for individual children. But for our purpose, this scoring
protocol yiflds a matrix of correlations that is often easy to misinterpret.
We have retained the conventional scoring proc~ure to remaih consistent with the balance of the TIS literature.
·
I

RESULTS
Four habituation measures (total fixation time, trials to habituation
criterion, number of peak fixations, and fixation time to two novel stim- ·
uli) were assessed at age 5 months; see Table 1. A peak fixation was
defined according .to the criterion used by Bertenthal, Proffitt, Kramer,
and Spetner (1987) as a 20% or greater increase in looking time between
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two consecutive trials. (Infants who did not peak during habituation; 8%
of the sample, were given a core of 0.) Total looking time wa strongly
correlated with trials to criterion, r = .91, p < ,01, and number of peak
fixations, r = .64, p < .01. A w 11, num r of pec1k fixations was correlated with trials to criterion, r = .84, p < .01. In addition, looking time to
the two novel stimuli was related, r = .53, p < .01, see Table 1.
To en ure that infants were awake and alert at the end of the proce·
dure, mean looking time from criterion to test trials was analyzed in a 2
(Sex) x 3 (last criterion trial, novel stimulus-1, nov I stimulus-2) mixed
analysis of variance. The repeated m asures main effect of looking time
to the familiar versus the novel stimulus was significant, F (2, 92) =
154.01, p < .01. Mean looking time on the last criterion trial was 2.06 s,
SD= 1 .32, compared to the mean looking time to the first novel stimulus,
6.90 s, $0 = 2.18, and these ond novel timulus, 7.44 s, SD= 2.27.
Descriptive statistic for the nine temperament measures at both 13
and 20 months are presented in Table 2. The means and standard deviations of the tem~rame nt scores in the present samples were -similar to
those obtained in the norming samples (Fullard et al., 1984). Left unexamined in the Fullard et al. report were group dlfferences as a function
of age. To explore changes in the temperament measure over ·time,
paired-comparison t tests were conducted. Five of the temperament dimensions changed significantiy between 13 and 20 month , see Table 2.
As a group, 20-month-old children were rated by parents as more persistent and adaptable, more sensitive to environmental fluctuations,
· while also being iess approachable and active than were the same children 7 months earlier.
To examine reliability issues with respect to the present sample,
interitem and cross-time stability measures were calculated and are presented in Table 2. Coefficient alphas ranged from .4 t to .87 with median
Cas of .56 and .61, for the 13- and 20-month samples, respectively. In
other studies reporting TTS- interitem stability, median alphas were .64
(with coefficient alphas ranging from .48 to .85; Guerin & Gottfried,
1994) and .70 and .72 in the Fullard et al. (1984) 12- and 24-month
standardization samples (with coefficient alphas ranging from .53 to
.86). Although differences in homogeneity within temperament dimen. ions are apparent, adequate true score variation was accounted for in at
lea e.ight of the nine dimensions.
.
C o s-time stability for each temperament dimension was assessed
by calculating the correlation oetween 13- and 20-month scores for
each dimension. In light of the moderate interitem consistencies, we
expected weak stabilities over time to the extent that both indices may
have reflected weak to moderate instrument validity more generally with
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Table 2. De

riptive S~at, tir of Temperament Measure
at Ages 1 3 .md 20 Month

20month

13 month
Measure
tivity (high)
Rhyth!l'licity (irregular)
Approach (withdrawing)
Adaptability (low)

M

so

4.30

2.94

.68
.56
.80
.83
.74
.53

Per istence (low)

4 .44

.72

Distractibility (high)
Thre hold (low)

4.49
3.20

.63

trten ity (intense)
Mood (negative)

2.60
2.94
3.65
4.00

.83

Ca

.41

M
4.13
2.67 *
3.10
3.31
4.15
2.89

.73
.66
.54

4.37
3.59

.57
. 4

.77
.62
.56

.

3 .81

SD

Ca

.68
.60

.76··
.60
,59•••
.61
ns
.87 - 2.49° .49*..
.59 2.71 .... SJ•••
.47• ..
ns
.53

.98
.80

.71

.62
.83
.61
.84

.61

\
2.2a•

ns

r

.60*"'*

.75 5.29*** .54*..
.52*..
.66
n
0
.57 - 2.84* .so ..

Not<'. Higher numerical ,;cores indicate mor ofth characte'ristic in parenth
0
p< .05. ... p < .01 .

this ample. However, interitem consistency did notc1ppear to be associated with cross-ti,:ne stability. That is, in spite of the moderate interitem
consistencies, temperament stability appeared rather high (see Table 2),
particularly in light of the fact that the two assessments took place 7
months apart. As Miller (1995) has pointed out, this type of result is not
uncommon~Such findings suggest that, although individual subscales on
the TIS may not be defined as sharply homogeneous, there is good
stability over the 7-month period in children's behavior as reflected by
parents' responses to-spec!fic items on the scale.
To examine associations between early cognitive measures and later
measures of temperament, Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated between the measures of habituation and the nine dimensions of
temperament at the two·ages. The correlations significant at the a= .05
level are presented in Table 3. Five of the nine dimensions were significantly associated with measures of habituation, primarily as, reflected by
trials to criterion and number of peak fixations. These temperament
dimensions included activity level, adaptability, intensity, mood and
persistence/attention span. In general, babies who took more trials to
habituate and had more peak fixations at 5 months of age were rated by ,
th ir mothers as more persistent, less active and less intense, more
a<J!afi)tabfe, and positive in mood both at 13 and 20 months of age. In
aclaition,. total looking time was associated with three of these same
temperament characteristics: Babies who looked longer were rated by
their mothers as less active and intense (at 20 months) and more adapt- '
able (also-at 20 months).

Hab;tuation and Temperament

Table 3.
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arson Correlation Between Habituation

and Temperament M a ur
Temperament
measure
Activity

Habituation mea ures
Trial to

Total

criterion

-.s2•..

looking

-.50°

20

-.33°

__ 34••

- .47 ..
-.36..

13

-.s1•••

20

-. 39..

-.42* ..
-.49 **

- .40..

13

- ..38*

l3
20

-.31**
-.38 ..
-. 35**

-.42 .....

-.34*

13

-. 28*

'Ages

No. o peak

(month)

fi ation

13

Adaptabil ity
Int~ ity

20
Mood

P r istence
• p < .10.

u

'
p < .05 .

20
0

.

-.36..

.

-.Jo··
-.28*

•p <. .01.

OISCUSSIO
Several habituation measures were con i tently related to particular
.ispects of temperament at 13 and at 20 months of age. Of note, two of
these measur s (trials to criterion and total looking time) were highly
correlated (.91) and both were mod tly correlated with th number of
peak fixations. However, although correlated, these three mea ures are
not necessarily conceptually analogous. Particularly in the current study,
where trial offset was not under infant control, trials to criterion most
likely represents the number of stimulus expo ures a baby experiences
before the habituation criterion was reached. Number of peak fixations
may be tapping fluctuations in visual attention to a target as opposed to
the urround, or, as Colombo (1993) and McCall (1979) suggest, peak
fixations may represent periods of greater stimulus encoding. In contrast,
total looking time is a summary measure of some of the behaviors reflected in the other two measures .
.Thus, diff rences in habituation measures as well as the very limited
theoreti · r nd empirical research regarding hypothesized relationships
between eady €0gnitive processes and temperament make difficult the
task of s~o.if.~im the precise nature of temperament-cognition relationships. As no.tet!l' earlier, there are a few specific predictions that can be
derived from current theorizing about early cognitive functioning. By
looking at these relationships, perhaps some useful information can be

.
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garn red about the po
.afly
nitiv
and .
lat r t mperam ntt1l c-harat.t .ri ic. .
Fir t, to th . d r that ha itu lion r t1 ·t n hanism of att ntion
alloc atron (Born t in
Sigm n, 1 6), th n th e m m hanism
also mcly und rtie lat r l m ram ntal ch, r c.t ri tic of per istence/att ntion pan <the length ot time bah .· ontinu
o pu -u-· n ti •ity)
or di~tractihility (th d r lo
i h -n iro n nt I timuli impJ:< t u
an infant' activitv).
-ond, to th d gr ' th I hahitu lion m ure
incorporat mechani ms o proc ing
f bo, 1993), tl n
later temp ramental characteri~tic of , tivity level (las -activ,1t d
amount of motori a tivit ) and intt:n it (< .rill n rg
by an
infant durin a respon. ) af m I
iated. In foe t, thr of th .se
four r I tion hipt; w r t und . Bah· ~
' ., d ui
b · their par.
ent
1J and 20 month o ag a'i
m r phy i If
tiv ~ with
high · r nergy I v I. did inc eed ho
t too mg tim a w II a
tew r trial to crileri n and pe-.1 t ation in tht_" laborat ry at 5 months,
compared with tho babi .
ribed lat r ,l f . . ctiv and I c; int n . And, babi
who w re d
ribed
I · per h.. nt also . ·pcrienced few r trials to criterion. Di tra tibility wa no a sociated with ny
habituation m a ure .
It i int re ting to no e that ind!vidual diff rence in novelty looking
w r not relat d to m a ures of h.,bituation, ,md also wer1 not relJtcd to
the am temperam nt charact •risti a. were th oth · r h brtuation
mea ures. Th s re uh und r cor Born tein and T mi -leMonda's •
0994) finding that mca. ur of nov Jty r pon iv n
refl t id ntifiably diff r nt cognitive ahifitie ·ompared to habituation mea ur . Thi
finding also repli c1t Wallace and Ricciuti's {1990) report of no relation hip between nov tty pr f rence and t mper m nt.
Two oth r temperam ntal charact ri tic al o were a
iared with
mea ures of habituation in thi
mple: daptability and mood. Babies
who r ponded lowly or n gatively to novelty and change (adaptability)
and were rated by th ir parents a I s pl asant (mood) at 13 and again
at 20 month atso had few trials to criterion ,and fe peak fixations at 5
months of age.
The a sociation between mood a!)d two of the habituation m as, as well as adaptability scores and all three habituation measures
int re ·ting for several reason . First, it i easy to i,magine that among
th r, ason children are said to be negative or unadaptable is that they
'~ o e bored with existing environments very quickly. Indeed, in ex·
cases, such as when children sryow attention deficit hyperactivity,
be that unruly, impulsive behavioral tendencies derive from chilho are und r timulated and seek novel stimulat!on. Barkley
<.irv:>nr>

.i

(

u

H bitu ( n and i

301

(19 0)

n, mot
mor
n iti to n ironmerit l fluctuation and mor
per i tent comp red with the
hildr n 7 month earli r.
It m ·
t ptin to on , r tudi in which habituation mea in onjun tion ith
n r I cognitiv . c ompeten
II, 1 O; c II, 1
t I., 1 2; Tami n in, 1 89),' nd to con
t our h bitu tion mea ur
llin some groups o inf nt. in th current tudy a "fast
Ii . th t such theorizing i not warranted. Although
it m y
th::tt
neg tiv t mperamental charact ristic are
a
iated with fa t r information proc sor (R znick, 1989; Wach
mit rman, 1 85), nd with positiv ognitiv performan e w II into
childhood (Mazi de, ot , Boutin, Berni r,
Thivi rg , 1987), furth r
tudi • r needed befor uch claim hould , con i red.
Th t bilit in ea h t m r m ntal dimen ion a ro s the 1 3- and
20-month time period ugg t 'th t hildr n w r relativ ly consi t nt in
th ir expr ion of th v riou t mperamental ch ract risti . However,
it ould
ar ued that,
·au
we used par ntal re-port, we were
tapping not so mu h ,into charact ri ti of the c:_hild a we w re tapping
eith r per nality chara t ri tic of th responding pa~nt, or a
ponse
bia on the p rt of the parent ( .g., ifer, Sameroff, Barr
& Krafchuk,
1 94). We cannot rul out th
alternativ interpr tatio , but veral
sourc
of empiri al data reduc their cogen y~ First, as noted by
Thompson (1991 ), parent lf-r ported personality measures are poorly
related to parent-r ported infant temperam nt, even though the same
person completed both in truments. Second, a' documented by Rothbar,
and Mauro (1991) and Bates (1987) in their literature reviews, there is
consistent overlap between parent report and observer measures of temperament. Matheny, Wilson, and uss (1984), for example, reported
ignifi ant correlation between laboratory factor scores and TIS factor
ore on a t mperamental imension they labelled #tractability," which
combined the raw scores of several temperament dimensions. Third, our
I
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data showed that parent did make distinctions in their temperament
rating . As de ribed earli , parents in our sample reported differences
in their children over lime on everal temperament dimensions. Finally,
the fa f that maternal repo s of child behavior were signifi antly associated with laboratory ob rvations of hild behavior is evidence that
mothers w re reporting
ethin bout their babies that was also reflected by objective laboratory ob ervations.
Th relation hip between I mperament and cognition is a compel1ing contemporary que tion (Neiss r et· al., 1996). To our knowledge,
this tudy is one of only a small number in which the relationships
between habituation and temperament ,have ~n measured. As such, it
repr sents a beginning o what we believe is likely to be a u eful line of
resear h into cognitive fa tor associated with temperament. The study
is also important because it demonstrates the empirical utility of joining
different behavioral measures and different theoretical perspectives in
accounting for individual differences in human behavior .
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